Let S be a semigroup. An element a of S is called right (resp. left) regular if a=a 2 x (resp. a = xa 2 ) for some xeS. If a is regular and right (resp. left) regular, a is called strongly right (resp. left) regular. As is well known, if a is strongly regular (i.e., right and left regular) then it is regular, more precisely, there exists uniquely an element x such that a = a 2 x, x = x 2 a and ax = xa, and a is contained in a subgroup of S (and conversely). An element a of S is called 7t-regular if there exists a positive integer n such that a" is regular, and right (resp. left) re-regular if there exists a positive integer n such that a" is right (resp. left) regular; a is strongly re-regular if a is both right and left ^-regular. And, a is called strongly right (resp. left) re-regular if there exists a positive integer n such that a" is strongly right (resp. left) regular, namely, a n = a 2n xa n (resp. a n = d > xa 2n ) for some xeS. The semigroup S is called 7t-regular if every elements of S is 7r-regular, and right (resp. left) re-regular if every element of S is right (resp. left) 7t-regular; S is strongly irregular if every element of S is strongly 7i-regular. Similarly, S is called strongly right (resp. left) re-regular if every element of S is strongly right (resp. left) re-regular. As is easily seen, S is strongly right (resp. left) re-regular if and only if S is re-regular and right (resp. left) re-regular.
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Let S be a semigroup. An element a of S is called right (resp. left) regular if a=a 2 x (resp. a = xa 2 ) for some xeS. If a is regular and right (resp. left) regular, a is called strongly right (resp. left) regular. As is well known, if a is strongly regular (i.e., right and left regular) then it is regular, more precisely, there exists uniquely an element x such that a = a 2 x, x = x 2 a and ax = xa, and a is contained in a subgroup of S (and conversely).
Following M. An element a of S is called 7t-regular if there exists a positive integer n such that a" is regular, and right (resp. left) re-regular if there exists a positive integer n such that a" is right (resp. left) regular; a is strongly re-regular if a is both right and left ^-regular. And, a is called strongly right (resp. left) re-regular if there exists a positive integer n such that a" is strongly right (resp. left) regular, namely, a n = a 2n xa n (resp. a n = d > xa 2n ) for some xeS. The semigroup S is called 7t-regular if every elements of S is 7r-regular, and right (resp. left) re-regular if every element of S is right (resp. left) 7t-regular; S is strongly irregular if every element of S is strongly 7i-regular. Similarly, S is called strongly right (resp. left) re-regular if every element of S is strongly right (resp. left) re-regular. As is easily seen, S is strongly right (resp. left) re-regular if and only if S is re-regular and right (resp. left) re-regular.
In view of [2, Theorem IV. Remark. In [3] , a near-ring N is called right (resp. left) regular if for every a there is an x in N such that a = a 2 x (resp. a = xa 2 ) and a = axa, and JV is called right (resp. left) strongly regular if N is right (resp. left) regular in our sense. Obviously, if JV is right (resp. left) regular in the sense of [3] then it is strongly right (resp. left) regular.
In view of a theorem of Zoschinger-Dischinger (see, e.g., [1, Proposition 2]), every right (or left) 7c-regular ring is strongly re-regular. It seems difficult to extend this result to semigroups without any restriction. We shall give the following generalization of [2, Theorem IV. . Since a n s = ta 2n s = ta n , we see that a n = ta 2n = a n sa n . Hence, S is strongly 7i-regular, by Theorem 2.
